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Abstract: Power Management plays vital role in embedded systems. While teaching 8051 microcontroller,
power saving modes are often neglected. These modes, if used properly in embedded applications can save
significant power. This is crucial for battery operated systems. It prolongs battery life, reduces heat dissipation
which further results in less maintenance and has positive impact on environment. A typical 8051 based system
is developed at Core Technology, Kolhapur for the study and experimentation. Results show that battery
discharge can be reduced by proper application of power modes.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Microcontrollers are used in numerous battery-powered applications, ranging from smart meters to
consumer medical devices to industrial devices that remotely transmit temperature, vibration,
humidity and other parametric data. Battery lifetime in these applications is a critical parameter – the
microcontroller plays a pivotal role in determining this length of time.
With the rapid growth of low-power and battery-operated embedded systems in the consumer and
industrial markets, the energy consumed by systems using embedded processors has become a core
attribute. Consumers’ new focus is on power efficiency. Despite the importance of balancing
performance and energy in an embedded system, surprisingly, very few processor boards are available
with a mechanism to measure these parameters.
An attempt has been made to implement an embedded application which can measure current drawn
under various power mode operations. The rest of paper is organized as follows. In section 2 power
saving modes of 8051is discussed. Section 3 explains experimental set up. Experimental results are
given in section 4. Finally, we conclude the paper and describe future work in Section 5.

2. POWER SAVING MODES OF 8051
Power control register, PCON: Direct address 87H. Not bit addressable.

The purpose of the Register PCON bits is:
 SMOD Baud rate is twice as much higher by setting this bit.
 GF1 General-purpose bit (available for use).
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 GF1 General-purpose bit (available for use).
 GF0 General-purpose bit (available for use).
 PD By setting this bit the microcontroller enters the Power Down mode.
 IDL By setting this bit the microcontroller enters the Idle mode.
By making bit 0 or bit 1 of PCON, the processor can be placed in idle mode or power down mode.
2.1. Normal Working
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Fig1. Normal operation of 8051

During normal operation, the oscillator clock is distributed to various parts of 8051. Fig1 shows
various components of 8051. For the sake of convenience, buses and signals are not shown.
Idle Mode: 8051 can be put in idle mode by making bit 0 of PCON as 1.Input clock to CPU is stopped
and CPU stops working. Shaded part of Fig2 indicates inactive part of 8051 in idle mode. Since clock
pulse is not available to CPU, fetching and execution of instructions will not take place. The other
components like Timer/Counter, Interrupts and serial ports remain active, since they receive clock
input. To exit from idle mode, hardware reset input or an interrupt (external or timer or serial
interrupt) to be applied.
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Fig2. Idle mode with CPU frozen.

Power down Mode: When bit 1 of PCON is set, processor enters power down mode. On chip
oscillator is frozen. Peripherals like Timer/Counters, serial and other interrupts along with CPU
becomes inactive as shown in Fig3.
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Fig3. Power down mode

In power down mode, all interrupts become non functional. Hence using interrupts it is not possible to
bring processor back to normal operation. Using hardware reset, processor can be brought back to
normal mode

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Experimental setup used is shown in Fig4.Its main components are 89c52, temperature sensor LM35,
ADC 0808, 16x2 LCD, etc. It is developed at Core Technology, Kolhapur. Terminals with red and
black color are used to measure voltage. The terminals with yellow color below voltage terminals are
used to measure current drawn by the set up during different modes of operation.
The experimental set up used intended to measure ambient temperature and display the same on lcd
along with mode of usage. Switches are used to generate interrupts.
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Fig4. Experimental setup.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Following readings were recorded during program execution.
Normal mode:

134 mA

Idle Mode:

132.6 mA

Power Down mode:

124 mA

One interesting observation made during measurement was that display draws large current. To
substantiate this, same experiment was repeated without display and following readings were
recorded.
Normal mode:

48.3 mA

Idle Mode:

44.5 mA

Power Down mode:

36.5 mA

Approximately 87 mA was the current drawn by display system.

Fig5. Measured Current

From Fig5, it is clear that substantial current is drawn by LCD in all three modes. Thus more power
saving can be achieved.
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5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper proposes to explore power management capability of 8051 based embedded system. The
difference in current is 1.04% and 7.46% less in idle and power down mode respectively. Substantial
power can be saved by proper selection of display device and by keeping display off for certain
duration, which in turn depends on application. From Fig5, it can be seen that, a 63.95%, 66.44% and
70.56% reduction in current can be observed in three modes.
The future work of this paper is to find power consumed by individual components in a typical
embedded system and suggest an optimum power solution.
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